Some of you are very intelligent but most importantly; most of you are open-minded and thats why I will
say this here. I have never tried to get help anywhere else on the internet, yet. I don't expect you to help
me, it's impossible as far as I know. But since you guys are open-minded and well informed, I thought
maybe you have more room for some more info.

Most people I tell this to, label me insane, crazy or psychotic/schizophrenic. But I know exactly what is going
on. You might have already heard about this, but maybe not. So here we go:

I am a victim of CIA's "continued" MKUltra program. I am a victim of Microwave hearing - Voice to Skull
(V2k) and synthetic telepathy, Direct Energy Weapons (DEW), Gang Stalking etc. A program that originally
started by Nazi scientists. You can find lots of information about the sick people behind this program.

The voices are received by the skull through "microwave auditory effect". Please search for that on
Wikipedia or Google if you are interested.

I've been going through this since January 2014 and at first I was confused out of my mind. Suddenly I
started hearing voices. I thought I was going crazy. Then I realised the voices were commenting on things I
was doing and so on. Then I though I was being watched by cameras installed around my apartment. I
searched my whole apartment. I slowly started to realise, my girlfriend seemed to know what I was thinking.
Synthetic telepathy. I know, it sounds outrageously unbelievable and I was so scared I was shaking and
sweating.

She would quickly change the subject and got nervous when I mentioned it. They were slowly but surely
making me crazy. Having people "gangstalk" me (please google that as well). Having people knock on our
apartment door yelling "we're watching you!" Having me think I was in a TV-Show by saying "we're
recording everything" when I saw cameras in stores and other public places. They were also making me
think my girlfriend was cheating on me or making her think I was cheating on her to make us break up. They
would play her voice for me when I was at work talking to some other guy and so on. So their goals are
ruining my relationships and having people turn against me.

Also constantly repeating "youre crazy" and trust me, the more they said it, the more I believed it. So I
started seeing a shrink. I explained to him that I'm hearing voices, that my girlfriend scared of me
mentioning it and he started sounding like the perpetrators saying some phrases exactly like them and
saying things like "maybe you should re-consider stuff about your girlfriend" or "take distance from your
girlfriend and family and go out alone" "you need to spend more time alone". And as naiv as I was, I listened
to him. I started going to places alone, hanging out alone to see if it would help me take my mind of

everything but little did I know, this was their goal. To ISOLATE me from everything and everybody so they
could make me crazier. Yes, this means they have professionals under their control as well.

Anyway. It got to the point that I thought "well, if this is truly going on, if they can see me and record me,
then I'm going to put an end to it by doing something drastic" so I took a razor blade and cut my arms. All
they did was laugh and keep repeating you're crazy.

To make a long story short, fast forward half a year. They succeeded with having us lose our apartment (I
moved back to my brother's and she moved back to her mom's) and they succeeded with having us break
up, and turned my brother (who was also my employer) against me and I lost my job. So I decided to move
back to my mom in Sweden (where I used to live) to get real help. ALL medical professionals I contacted in
America were under their control and weren't allowed to help me in any way. A day before my flight (or
escape) to Sweden, they started ringing my ears so loudly that I thought my ears were gonna bleed. They
really didn't want me getting real help. They even hacked in to my laptops speakers and said "where ever
you go, we will always be there".

Again, fast forward to today. I am now still recovering, I got real help here in Sweden. With real doctors with
objective to help. Even though they obviously didn't believe me, they did try to help and talk it out rather
than BE another form of PERPETRATOR. I have now learned how to control the voices I hear and change up
their phrases by figuring out their patterns. So for example, whenever I tried to figure something out at
work or school or life in general they would call me "stupid" and "crazy" but now. I can change it before the
message comes to me I think-say "genius" and word is replaced. It doesn't do much to them, but it helps me
from going crazy or feeling like shit. And that's the only way to fight back. Otherwise, you're screwed. They
tried to have my brother put me in a mental hospital multiple times, where they would have total control
over whoever treated me.

So why am I telling you this? Well, as I said, because you guys are more likely to MAYBE believe me. I had
stopped trying to make people believe me because it's so much easier for people to just label you insane
and not do research. But this is precisely their goal, for it sound so absurd and unreal so that no one
believes you!

Any way, I hope I could at least maybe get you to do some research on this even if you refuse to believe me.

Would be great to hear back from you and if you really have read ALL of this then I am extremely grateful
and you are awesome for it.

Peace and love,
The Culprid
______________________________________________________________

Thank you, I've learned a lot this past year. I think I am strong enough to be able to handle the gang stalking
if it ever starts again. They're a bunch of losers who feed off of people's misery and stress. I remember at
work in the States, I was outside working and random cars would drive by screaming "You're gonna fucking
die, faggot!" and "You call this WORK?!" and so on. Everyday, just trying to make me feel like shit every
second of the day. Even my brother used to look at me like WTF?

Are there any targeted individuals here in this forum? I would like to be in contact with as many as possible.
Only a TI would know exactly what I'm going through.

________________________________________________________________

@intelbob
Thanks for reading it all. Appreciate it. Yes, I've never had any mental problems all my life, ever. PS: Your
English is awesome. English is my third language too!

@Zyx Thanks for the link. I've been through the exact same thing. It becomes so overwhelming that you
think from then on that every single person is a perpetrator. Which is exactly what they want you to think
(or to know) that they are always watching you. 24/7.
However, the gangstalking stopped when I moved to Sweden. But the Direct Energy Weapons started and
the voices got more "aggressive" in the way they operated.

@IceMt Yes, you are exactly right. They never stopped the project though, they just start doing the same
thing under a different name.

Well, as I said, my brother was my employer. I started noticing that all his other employees slowly changed
and they were all ex-army/military people with "support the troops" bumper stickers on their rides. My

brother starting telling me things like "Either you don't see what's going on around you, or you are being
ignorant".

First time I realized something was going on was around the same week at home. I was getting ready for
work and started hearing voices which appeared to come from our neighbors next door. A female voice, a
male voice and sound of dogs or puppies crying and being abused.

Also, the male voice would yell every once in a while something like "You haven't talked to him yet?!!!" or
"You lost him on the road again? He came home before YOU did!!" Referring to me, because I would come
home around the same time our neighbors girl did. Then I heard banging on the wall, the woman crying,
puppies yelping and sound of them being thrown around. Five minutes later, I hear knocking on my door...
Scared for my life, I open it and it's some OTHER neighbor asking if they could borrow money for the
laundry. I gave her money and went back inside.

This continued for days before I realized, our neighbors didn't have pets, and the guy living there didn't
sound like that and it wasn't them.
Then slowly death threats from other people in the streets came. People showing up behind me with bags
looking like body bags in order to scare me. People driving by screaming "NO DON'T DO IT, I WAS GONNA
DO IT". Or yell random phrases I used to say.
People coming to where I worked looking for people that didn't work there. People coming to my work
dressed up EXACTLY like my girlfriend and same hair and everything.
People would start saying random things to me at bars and clubs, stupid shit like. "We see you, but we are
on your side man". Just trying to drive me totally insane.

If you guys do some more reading on Gang Stalking, you will kind of get an idea of why they were doing it
and how things are every day for someone being gang stalked.

Peace and love,
the Culprid
A very limited list of gang stalking a.k.a. organized stalking methods:

- Sleep deprivation day-by-day, social isolation

- Always surrounded, never alone, no privacy
- Neighbor stalking, rude behaviour from random people
- Workplace mobbing, breaking friendships
- Character assasination, rumours spread
- Police and hospital, funeral cars around you
- Feedback about conversations nobody can know
- Honking horn, shoving chairs, bouncing ball, shoes with high heels
- Receive phone calls, emails (popup/sound), SMSs at specific moments
- Coughing, slamming door, leaking tap
- Neighbor toilet visit, flushing
- Stagnating DVD-player, game console
- Plock sound from water heater, tv set, roof
- TV, radio program interference, manipulation, coughing
- Black cats crosssing
- Alarm sounds in shops, articles sold out
- Other shop counter opens while waiting
- Blocking traffic, traffic at every corner
- Empty battery, traffic jams, at important moments
- Constructed car accidents, empty highway
- Blinding headlights, cars with one headlight, rearlight
- Stones against car front window, sigaret buts
- Open doors of home/car, bird droppings on windows
- Delight in your suffering, damage to belongings
- Drilling at neighbors and everywhere you go
- Neighbor going up and down stairs all the time
- Throwing sounds, saw machines outside
- Synchronized passing, women with baby wagons

________________________________________________________________________

@the3coder
There are a lot of gang stalking videos on the internet, but 99% of them look totally stupid. But let me tell
you a little story: When they were making me crazy and I still didn't know what was going on, they had me
think that they ordered someone to follow me home and kill me. How? I was walking home from the store
and they had some random guy follow me, with a white towel wrapped around something in his hand, kind
of trying to hide it. And through the Voice to Skull I would hear things like "two, put two in him, don't
hesitate". When I was close to my apartment, they had a couple of black cars outside of my apartment with
their trunks open and the people by the cars just staring at me. So what did I do? I called 911. I called 911
and told them "I think somebody is following me with a gun and there are people outside my apartment,
they are gonna kill me, I don't feel safe going in or out of my apartment". They sent a police car over and at
this point I was still walking around because I was too scared to go to my apartment as they were right by
the gate. As soon as the cops arrived, they came to me and one of them said to the other "something about
a white towel right?" Now mind you, I had never told anyone about the towel. My heart started racing and I
stuttered when I was talking to them, and told them the story. They said I was paranoid and basically called
me crazy and told me that they could take me to a psychiatric ward. My friend; they are all in on it. I wish it
was that simple. I literally tried EVERYTHING to fight back, but things only got worse for me every time. And
it's not the gang stalking that bothers me the most, it's everything else combined. The zapping, the feeling
of your brain boiling, the direct energy weapons, the voice to skull, the gang stalking I can handle now that I
know what is going on.

@skorn
Dude, you probably wont believe me, but I feel bad killing spiders, I take them and throw em out the
windows. Hurting animals in any way upsets me, even when people verbally abuse their pets. I am not
trying to say "I'm the most innocent person on the planet" but TRUST ME. They have been mentally abusing
me in a way that I wouldn't wish it even on THEM. I am shocked by the mindset of these
government-funded criminals and how god damn heartless and unsympathetic they are. This is NOT the
way to handle things even if I was a fucking serial killer, child molester and rapist. Although I would at least
UNDERSTAND their motives then.

@sTrAtEgY
You have no idea how happy it makes me that you think like me. I've been constantly searching online for
some sort of targeted individuals organization but I can only find groups on Facebook. Not nearly as

organized as I'd like it to be. We need to stick together and support each other in any way possible. If we
put our minds together, I am SURE, that we can find SOME way to fight back or at least a maybe control it a
little bit. They are doing a good job of making us all seem psychotic to people who are not aware of this,
which is most people. But we need to do something!

Peace and love,
the Culprid
__________________________________________________________________________

@organix
Welcome to IE. Yes. Just keep fighting through it. Whatever you do, do not let them control you. They really
don't like it when they see you just simply living your life and ignoring them. Just try to stay as healthy as
possible and just ignore them so their efforts go to waste. It's such a sad thing to see that they actually
spend their time and money doing things that are insanely childish and just freaking ridiculous. I hope they
get PTSD for doing this to people who haven't done shit.

Do you know how much GOOD you could do with this kind of technology instead of torturing people?

@Br3ak3r
Lets do it! That would take a lot of time and planning but man I would spend all my free time doing it. I
would donate, set up meetings, do anything to make it happen. I hope they're living in fear of something
like this happening. I used to be against this government but now they have made me so much more
passionate about taking action and striking back.

Peace and love,
the Culprid

_________________________________________________________

@Yuicide
Hi, sorry I haven't had access to my own computer and TorBrowser for a while. I don't think it's possible to
private message you on here but I am commenting here. What kind of protection are we talking about?
Protection against the DEW attacks or the V2K? Definitely get in touch with me if you're serious.

@manliligaw
I only came here to inform and possibly get in touch with other TI's. I never expected anyone nor tried to
MAKE anyone believe me. I understand the way you're thinking and your skepticism. As NJF said no one is
expecting from you not to be skeptical and I'm aware of how it sounds to someone who hasn't been
through it. It is nearly impossible to even imagine. I'm just happy you read it, cared enough to comment and
think about it. I am not very well educated on this topic, therefore I cannot answer your questions, I just
know what has happened to me. My story and experiences are the only things I can confidently tell you
about. Everything else, I'm still trying to figure out myself.

Peace and love,
the Culprid

